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Introduction

W

hy are so many independent
doctors folding their practices
into larger institutions?

7%

Only 7% of primary care physicians owned a stake in a single-specialty
practice in 2014, down from 12% in 2012, according to a national survey
in 2014 by Jackson Healthcare, a staffing company in Alpharetta, GA.

INDEPENDENT PHYSICIAN: One who

owns a majority of his/her practice and has
key decision-making rights.

20%

Meanwhile, the percentage of primary care
physicians employed by hospitals increased to
20% in 2014 from 10% in 2012.

26% of

17% say they are 24% are

source: The (Independent) Doctor Will NOT See You Now by Accenture

In 2013, 37%
of physicians were
independent.
In 2016, this is
project to decline
to 33%.

PREV

3% of

independent
physicians
have opted out
of Medicare
programs.

21% have

extended office
hours in response
to revenue and cost
pressures.

22% of

independent
physicians have
reduced support
personnel.

physicians have
opted out of
Medicaid and

participating in
accountable care
organizations.

opted out health
insurance
exchange (HIX)
plans.

participating in
patient-centered
medical homes.

15% have
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7% are

considering
ancillary or
subscriptionbased services
to generate new
revenue streams
over the next three
years.
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Patients love the feeling of value they get from independent practices compared to large practices. By offering more
personalized service and developing better relationships, you can entrench yourself in the hearts of your patients. To do
this, focus on the following:

• Prioritize quality over quantity: Seeing more patients may mean more money, but it may negatively affect your quality
of service.

• Put in extra hours: This may be a difficult pill to swallow, but you will need to work harder than your counterparts in
large hospitals. They are drawing a salary; you are paying yourself.

• Invest in new technology: Higher-value medical care approaches are worth the investment. You can make more
seeing fewer patients.
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Going it alone does not seem to be an option any more. While some practice owners are finding
solace in selling their practices to larger hospitals or practices, other options exist that offer
shelter without completely absorbing your practice. These include:

• Joining an Independent Physician Association (IPA): These usually offer a number of

different models of compensation including a negotiated per capita rate, flat retainer fee or
negotiated fee-for-service.

• Form an alliance with local practices: This creates a network of referrals to build capacity. These alliances can be
cumbersome, however, as all members must agree on all decisions.

• Negotiate a Professional Services Agreement (PSA) with local hospitals and care centers: This gives you extra

work while still maintaining your independent practice. For instance, you may opt to work at the hospital one day each
week to supplement your income.
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Many doctors today fail to realize the power there is in building a personal brand around themselves and their practices.
This strategy works very well for large companies such as Coca Cola or Nike, just as they do for small businesses. Brand
recognition provides substantial leverage when it comes to referrals, marketing, advertising and getting positive reviews.
A few ideas to build your brand:
Invest in your online presence: Yes, that means having a great website with great content, some social media accounts
and a blog (if possible). Most patients today are online researching healthcare providers, this is a no-brainer.
Carve out a niche and stick to it: People want to know what makes you unique. What sets you apart from the
competition? Figure this out and maximize the potential.
Invest in reputation management: This applies both online and offline (print media). Consider retaining a reputation
management consultant to examine the status of your reputation, then invest in consolidating and boosting that
reputation.
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Technology is a double-edged sword – causing practices to either fail or thrive. The tipping point, of course, lies in
whether your investment has been based on wise decisions. If not, the costs could end up crippling your practice and
forcing you to fold. To invest smartly, use the following tips:

• Go with subscription models. There is significantly less upfront investment, so you don’t have to put up a massive
amount of cash when signing up.

• Take advantage of your small size and be nimble. Leveraging the subscription concept, you can switch vendors
quickly if things aren’t working out as planned.

• Look for technology that is patient-focused. Because you are investing in value, you need technology that puts the

patient first. This is a luxury only an independent physician has, since large hospitals need technology that can cater to
their own complex internal needs.
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It’s true that being a doctor is a calling. But it’s no longer enough to be a great doctor. You also must become a great
business person. In every industry, it’s the savvy business owners who survive. You will need to invest time in defining and
rethinking your business model as times change. Focus on the following:
• Change your focus. Every day, remind yourself you wear two hats – running a business, in addition to providing
medical care for patients. You’ll mentally prepare yourself for the day’s business demands.

• Stay flexible. If things aren’t working out with one business model, consider switching business models. For instance,
you could switch to a concierge practice that charges a fixed annual retainer, or a hybrid approach to offer both
concierge and non-concierge services.

• Let business dynamics and intelligence drive your decisions. You cannot afford to make gut decisions at this point.
Collect all the data you have and use it to make information-driven decisions.
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Psychiatry-Cloud is a cloud-based certified EHR and Practice
Management System.
Psychiatry-Cloud offers more than just basic “Psychiatry and
Behavioral Health” templates. Psychiatry-Cloud integrates
every aspect of your practice from appointment scheduling,
e-prescribing, medications management through Revenue
Cycle Management. The EHR features complete workflows
that have been specifically created to increase efficiencies and
eliminate redundancies.
Find out why your colleagues are switching to PsychiatryCloud for their EHR, practice marketing and management
needs.

Call (855) 644-0484
Lets get the conversation started.
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